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chocolate factory was released on february 18, 2003. it peaked at #35 on the billboard 200 album
chart and charted at #16 on the r&b album chart. the first single from the album "i believe i can fly"

charted at #26 on the billboard hot 100. on december 2, 2003, r kelly released a follow-up single
from chocolate factory entitled "as i love you". the single did not chart, becoming the only single

from the album to miss the billboard hot 100. "chocolate factory" was released as the album's third
single in 2004, and appeared on many billboard charts. the single charted at #31 on the hot 100,

spending 12 weeks on the chart. on the r&b charts, "chocolate factory" peaked at #3, spending 36
weeks on the chart. on september 22, 2004, r kelly released another single from chocolate factory

entitled "every time i turn around". the single peaked at #48 on the hot 100, spending seven weeks
on the charts. "power of love" was released as the final single from chocolate factory on july 27,

2005. it did not chart anywhere, becoming the only single from the album to miss the billboard hot
100. the album charted at #97 on the billboard 200 and peaked at #2 on the billboard top r&b/hip
hop albums chart. chocolate factory has sold 5.5 million copies in the united states as of 2009. the

r&b edition has sold 1.9 million copies in the u.s. the deluxe edition of chocolate factory was released
in 2009, featuring a bonus disc of previously unreleased songs, including "la di da di" (originally

recorded in 1975), and "right on time". the release was entitled chocolate factory forever.
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